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The problem of defining vector-valued probability measures on a compact 
semitopological semigroup S is considered in this paper. The set PW(S, A) of all 
such A-valued measures, analogous to the scalar-valued measures, is a compact 
semitopological semigroup with respect to the convolution operation and the weak 
operator topology. Supports of idempotents and the lirmts of averaged convolution 
sequences in PW(S, A ) are determined. 1 19XS Academec Prrri. Inu 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a compact semitopological semigroup S, the set of scalar-valued 
probability miasures (i.e., non-negative and normalized regular Bore1 
measures) on S is denoted by P(S). Then P(S) becomes a compact 
semitopological semigroup when endowed with the weak* topology and 
convolution multiplication. Idempotents in P(S) are studied, for example, 
by Collins [S], Pym [14], and Choy [4]. 
Let A be a Banach algebra with identity e and with a closed cone K 
which is closed under multiplication such that its norm is additive on K, 
i.e., /( x + y I/ = I( x I( + (1 y (1 if X, y E K. The algebra of continuous functions 
from S to A endowed with the uniform norm is denoted by C(S, A). If 
A = @, the set of all complex numbers, we simply write C(S). 
Linear operators T: C(S) -+ A are said to be positive with respect to K or 
simply positive, if T(ff*) E K for every f~ C(S), where f* is defined by 
f*(s) = (f(s))* for every SE S. Let &I(S) be the c-algebra of Bore1 subsets 
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of S and let n(S) be the Bore1 partition fS. If T: C(S) --+ A is weakly com- 
pact then its representing measure m takes its value in A. The set of all 
such weakly compact measures m : 99(S) -+ A is denoted by MFV(S, A) and 
m is a positive m asure if T is a positive operator. Itis shown by Choy [7, 
Theorem 3.11 that if m is a positive m asure then, for EE B(S), 
h-h E) = dm)(E) = II 4E)lI ; 
where v(m) is the variation fm defined by 
4m)(E) = sup 
i 
i II m(ej)ll : {e,> E40 
i= 1 
and S,(m, E) is the semivariation of m defined by 
Hence every positive measure m is a dominated measure and v(m) is a 
scalar measure associated with m by White [ 16, Theorem l.lO)]. Con- 
volution ,D* v of weakly compact measures p, v :g(S) -+ A is defined by 
(f~C(S)) 
in [16]. 
Supports upp ,U of weakly regular measures ,u are defined in [3]. In Sec- 
tion 2 we define A-valued probability measures on S. The set of all such 
probability measures is denoted by PW(S, A). We then show that supp p 
of idempotents p in PW(S, A), as in the scalar case, are closed 
topologically simple subsemigroups of S (i.e., supp ,u = Tfor any ideal Iof 
supp .u, where the bar denotes closure). Convolution of measures in 
MW(S, A) is clearly continuous in the S&m, E)-norm topology. However, 
it is frequently desirable to consider topologies weaker than the norm 
topology. In Section 3 we show that P W(S, A) is a compact 
semitopological semigroup with respect o the convolution operation and 
the weak operator topology. In particular itis shown that the limit of an 
averaged convolution sequence in PW(S, A) is an idempotent in PW(S, A). 
2. IDEMP~TENT PROBABILITY MEASURES 
DEFINITION 2.1. A measure m : g(S) + A in M W(S, A) is called a 
probability measure if m is positive and v(m)(S) = 1. The set of all these 
probability measures is denoted by PW(S, A). 
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It is clear that if A = @, then MW(S, A) = M(S) (the algebra of all boun- 
ded regular Bore1 measures) and PW(S, A) = P(S) [7]. If m is a positive 
idempotent in the unit ball of MW(S, A), 
u(m)(S) = II m(S)II = II m * m(W 
= ll@4w’Il G II 4w2 
= (4m)(S))2 
and so u(m)(S) = 0 or u(m)(S) b 1. That is, a non-zero positive idempotent 
in the unit ball of MW(S, A) must be a probability measure. 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf p, v are positive in MW(S, A) then u(p * v) = 
U(P) * u(v). 
Proof: For f’~ C(S) the map f,, :S -+ A defined by 
is continuous [16, Theorem 2.11 and clearly jfY(s) &(s) E K, since p, v are 
positive [7, Remark 2.31. It follows that 1~ * v is a positive measure in 
MW(S, A). Then, since p * v is dominated by u(p) * v(v) (see the proof of 
[16, Theorem 4.21) and u(p * v) is a scalar measure associated with p * v 
which is the least measure dominating p * v [16, Theorem 1.101, we see 
u(p * v) < u(p) * u(v). 
On the other hand, since u(p), u(v) are scalar measures associated with p, 
v, it is implied in [16, Theorem 2.21 that U(P) * u(v) is a scalar measure 
associated with p * v. Therefore, for E E B(S), 
0 <u(p) * u(v)(E) < S&p * v, E) = u(p * v)(E). 
We conclude that u(p * v) = u(p) * u(v). 
Before we come to the next corollary ecall first that supports of weakly 
compact measures and their associated scalar measures are the same [.6] 
and that the support of a scalar-valued idempotent probability measure is a 
closed topologically simple semigroup [ 14, Lemma Z(iii)]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For any idempotent p in PW(S, A), supp p is a closed 
topologically simple subsemigroup. 
Proof. Since /.J is an idempotent, u(p) * u(p) = u(p * p) = u(p) and so 
I@) is a scalar-valued idempotent measure. Therefore, since supp p = 
supp u(p), supp p is a closed topologically simple subsemigroup. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let p be an idempotent in P W(S, A). Then, for 
v E P W(S, A) with supp v c supp ,u, v(p * v * /A) = u(p). 
Proof: Let f E C,+ (S). Then, since v(p) is an idempotent, the map 
v~~~fu~p~: S --,R defined by ,&&~(~)=~~f(vz) dGL)(x) dvIu(pL)(z) is con-
stant on supp p [14, Lemma 2(ii)]. Let I,(fljfvcr,(supp u) = jk} (say). Then, 
by Theorem 2.2, 
0 * v * PNf)=v(PL) * v(v) * G)(f) 
=v(v)(~c,,fuc,,)=u(v)(k)=k, 
which is independent of v. Thus v(p * v * p) = u(p * p Y p) = u(p). 
THEOREM 2.5. If the support supp p of a measure p in PW(S, A) is a 
subsemigroup and v(p * v * p) = v(p) for every v E P W(S, A) with supp v c 
supp p, then v(p) is an idempotent. 
Proof: We note first, since the norm of A is additive on K, that 
v(p + v) = v(p) -t v(v) and that II((p +/~‘)/2)(S)(l = 1. Clearly v(p’) =
v(p *p * p) = v(p) and so 
Now, since supp .D is a subsemigroup, from [ 14, Lemma 11, 
suPP 
P+P2 
( ) 
- 
2 
c supp /l v supp /l = supp /l. 
Therefore, 
Hence V((P + p*)P) = V(P), and so v(p2)= v(p). We conclude, from 
Theorem 2.2, that v(p) is an idempotent. 
EXAMPLES 2.6. (i) Let S be a locally compact semitopological 
semigroup and let m be a positive m asure in M(S) such that m * m $m. 
Then M(S) and the subspace L’(m) of measures in M(S) absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to m are Banach algebras (with convolution 
operation) such that their norms are additive on their usual positive cones 
K [15, Theorem 2.31, which are clearly closed under convolution. 
(ii) We show in this example a vector-valued probability measure. 
Let A=I,={{a,,}n30: a, E @, C 1 a, ) < co } with convolution. Then I, is a 
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Banach algebra with identity { 1, 0, O,...,}. Let a= (a,} E I, where 
a, =6/(rcn)‘. Then 11 a11, = 1. Let T: c -+ I,, where c is the algebra of all 
absoutely convergent sequences, bedefined by 
T(x) = 1 a,w, (x=(x,)Ec), 
where {e,} is the canonical basis of 1,. Clearly T is a bounded linear 
operator. Actually jj TII = 1 and T(xx*) = 1 unx,,xjfen >O; i.e., T is 
positive. The representing measure m of T is defined by m(E) = C, t E anen 
and m is a measure from the semigroup of all non-negative integers with 
discrete opology to 1,. Therefore T is weakly compact (see, for example, 
[ 13, p. 4931 or [ 16, Theorem 1.41) and m is an A-valued probability 
measure. 
(iii) We show in this example that Corollary 2.3 is best possible in 
the sense that the support of an idempotent in PW(S, A) may not be sim- 
ple. 
Let A = C and let I= [0, I]. Take S= Ix Ix I with the usual topology. 
Let ,f: Ix Z -+ Z be defined by 
.f’(x, z) = 0, ifx=,r=O 
2xz 
=Y--- X- +z” 
otherwise. 
Then f is separately continuous and S endowed with the multiplication 
(x, J’, z)(x’, I“, ?)= (x, f(.K, z’), z’) 
is a compact semitopological semigroup. It is known that the minimal ideal 
K(S) of the compact semitopological semigroup S always exists (see, for 
example, [2]). In fact 
K(S) = {(x, f(x, z), z): x, 2 E I). 
For a E K(S), let 6, be the unit point mass at a. Let p be the restriction t  S
of the Lebesgue measure on R x R x If& Then n is in PW(S, A) with 
supp p = S. Now, since 
= 1 f’(a) 44t) =f(a) = S,(f) 
for all fo C(S), we have 6,*~*6, = 6,. It follows that (P*G~*P)*(P*S,*P) = 
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pGi,*,u and that v = p&,*,u is an idempotent with supp v = SaS = x(S), 
which is only topologically simple but not simple. 
3. CONVOLUTION SEMIGROUP OF PROBABILITY MEASURES 
Throughout this section we identify MW(S, A) as a subset of 
L[C(S), A] endowed with the weak operator topology. We shall show that 
convolution of probability measures is separately continuous. 
LEMMA 3.1. The set P W(S, A) of probability measures is closed in 
MW(S, A) endowed with weak operator topology. 
Proof: We note first that, since PW(S, A) is convex in MW(S, A), the 
closures of PW(S, A) in the weak operator and the strong operator 
topologies are the same [ 13, Corollary VI.lS]. Let m E MW(S, A) be such 
that there are m, E P W(S, A) with m, --t m in the strong operator topology. 
We identify m,m, with their corresponding operators in L[C(S), A]. Then 
m,(f) -+ m(f) for each YE C(S). Therefore S,(m, S) = 1. Furthermore, 
since m,(ff *) + m(ff *) for every ,f~ C(S) and K is closed, m, is positive 
implies that m is positive. 
THEOREM 3.2. The set P W(S, A) is a compact semitopological semigroup 
endowed with the weak operator topology and with the convolution peration. 
Proof Let pI, p, v be in PW(S, A) and let pE -+ p in the weak operator 
topology. Then for f E C(S), x* E A*, 
X*(PL,(f )) -+ x*(P(f )). 
Clearly for x* E A* and x E A, the mapping x,*: A -+ @ defined by ,X,*(V) = 
x*(xv) is a bounded linear functional. Since pI -+ p in the weak operator 
toPologY, 
x*(P,(f. x)) = x*(xP%(f )) = xZMf)) -+ -a4f)) = X*(P(f. AX)), 
for f E C(S), x E A. Recall that the functions x1=, J;x, with fie C(S) and 
X~E A are dense in C(S, A) (see, for example, [11, p. 3751). We see 
x*(&(f )) = x*(Pz(f”)) -+ x*(P(f”)) = -~*(P*w-)) 
for f~ C(S). That is, convolution is separately continuous in P W(S, A). 
Next we consider MW(S, A)s MW(S, A**) and identify MW(S, A**) 
as a subset in L[C(S, A*), C] (see, for example, [3]). The rest of the proof 
follows immediately by noting that, since @ is reflexive, theunit ball of 
L[C(S, A*), C] is compact in the weak operator topology [13, p. 5121. 
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Notation 3.3. For a subsemigroup A of PW(S, A), the closure of 
U (supp CL: ALE A} is denoted by supp A. If A(p) = {$: i= 1,2,...} then 
supp A = f(supp p), the closed semigroup generated by supp p. 
The proof of the following limit theorem on averaged convolution 
sequences is similar to that of the scalar-valued case, and we include the 
proof here for completeness. 
THEOREM 3.4. For p E P W(S, A ), let v, = (l/n) C;= I pi. Then {v,} con- 
verges to an idempotent L(p) E PW(S, A). Moreover L(p)p = pL(p) = L(p) 
and supp L(p) = K((T(supp p)) where K(T(supp p)) is the minimal ideal qf 
UsuPP p). 
Proof: Since PW(S, A) is compact, the sequence {v,} has a cluster 
point v. Regarding ,uv, - v, = (l/n)(~~+’ -p) as elements of the set 
MW(S, A), we see, since for each ,f~ C(S) and x* E A* 
that (l/n)(~~+ ’ -p) converges to the zero measure in the weak operator 
topology. Thus pv = v and similarly VP= v. It follows that v,v = v = vv, for 
all n, whence v2 = v. If there is any other cluster point v’ of {v,}, we have 
vv’=v’v= v and v’v= vv’= v’ implying v= v’. Hence v, -+ v which we 
denote by L(p), so that L(,u)p= +&)=L(p). - 
Next we note first hat supp CO A(p) = supp CO A(p) = ZJsupp p), - 
where A(p) = {p”: n= 1, 2,...}. In view of L(~)ECO /i(p), we see 
supp L(p) c f(supp CL). Since supports of measures in PW(S, A) are equal 
to the supports of their associated scalar measures, we see from 
Theorem 2.2 and [ 14, Lemma 1 ] that 
suPP G)(supp CL)” = (supp p)” SUPP L(pL) 
= suPP W) 
for all n. Therefore supp L(b) is an ideal of f(supp p) and so supp L(p)3 
K(T(supp p)). From Corollary 2.3, supp L(p) = @T(supp /AL)) and this com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
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